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L iquid Crystals, 1997, Vol. 22, No. 4, 379 ± 390

The in-plane switching of homogeneously aligned nematic
liquid crystals

by MASAHITO OH-E* and KATSUMI KONDO

Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., 7-1-1 Ohmika-cho, Hitachi-shi,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-12, Japan

(Received 20 June 1996; accepted 24 October 1996 )

We have investigated the electro-optical e� ects and physical switching principle of homogen-
eously aligned nematic liquid crystals when applying an in-plane electric ® eld with interdigital
electrodes. By using the in-plane switching ( IPS) of the liquid crystals which is achieved by
the in-plane electric ® eld, the viewing angle characteristics of the electro-optical e� ects were
con® rmed to be far superior to those of the conventional twisted nematic mode in which the
electric ® eld is applied along the direction perpendicular to the substrates. The non-reversal
region of grey scales was extremely wide in which a high contrast ratio was kept, even along
quite an oblique direction in the IPS mode. In order to clarify the switching principle of the
liquid crystals in the IPS mode, a simpli ® ed expression describing the threshold behaviour of
the device was derived with the assumption that a uniform in-plane electric ® eld was applied
along a direction perpendicular to the director and parallel to the homogeneously aligned
nematic slab, and found to be su� ciently able to explain the experimental results. First, a
critical ® eld at which the liquid crystals just began to twist, was found to be proportional to
the reciprocal of the cell gap. Second, it was the electric ® eld and not the voltage that drives
the liquid crystals. This relationship was due to the independence of the electric ® eld regard-
ing the liquid crystal layer normal direction. So the threshold voltage in the IPS mode was
strongly dependent on the variation of the cell gap. For the dynamical response mechanism
of the liquid crystals to the in-plane electric ® eld, the switching on and o� processes of the
liquid crystals were analysed quantitatively. The relaxation time of the liquid crystals when
removing the electric ® eld could be described as proportional to the square of the cell gap. A
thinner cell gap also proved to be e� ective in obtaining a fast response time in the IPS mode.
In contrast, the switching on time when applying the in-plane electric ® eld was found to be
inversely proportional to the di� erence between the square of the electric ® eld strength and
the square of the critical electric ® eld strength at which the liquid crystals began to deform.

1. Introduction the viewing angle. Due to the sensitivity of viewed
Many ® ndings and investigations on electro-optical optical characteristics to molecular orientation, the view-

characteristics of liquid crystals have led to commercial ing angle is restricted. The variation of the electro-
uses of liquid crystals [1]. The electro-optical e� ects optical characteristics with the viewing angle direction
vary not only with the type and assembly structure of is caused by variation of the birefringence e� ect. The
the liquid crystals, but also by how an electric ® eld is birefringence e� ect induces asymmetric deformation pro-
applied to the liquid crystals. Twisted nematic (TN) and ® les of the electro-optical characteristics from the view-
super-twisted nematic (STN) liquid crystals sandwiched ing angles. TN devices, in particular, are widely
by two substrates, which have transparent electrodes, employed for display applications using actively
have enjoyed much practical use [2, 3]. In these conven- addressed driving techniques by thin ® lm transistors
tional modes, the contrast is obtained by the response because of their well-established production process and
of the liquid crystals to an electric ® eld applied perpen- good performance qualities [4]. However, the strong
dicular to the substrates. The rising up movement of the viewing angle dependence of the contrast ratio, the grey
liquid crystal molecules when changing from a twisted scale and the brightness have been recognized as major
state to an untwisted state plays a part in the unstable weaknesses of these devices.
electro-optical e� ects which are strongly dependent on

A variety of methods have been proposed as tech-
niques for overcoming the limited viewing angle charac-*Author for correspondence.
teristics. As one possible replacement for TN devices,Present address: Electron Tube & Devices Division, Hitachi,

Ltd., 3300 Hayano, Mobara-shi, Chiba-ken, 297 Japan. the guest ± host mode was studied [5]. Despite the better
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380 M. Oh-E and K. Kondo

angular characteristics obtained by utilizing the guest± angle can be induced with oblique exposure [18]. In
another method, one photolithographic step is requiredhost mode, it was found that other performance qualities,

such as contrast ratio and voltage retention time, were [19]. Using multi-domain devices led to improved
reversal of grey scales, however, a decrease in the contrastinsu� cient compared to TN devices. Another approach

for optically improving the viewing angle characteristics ratio along the oblique direction could not be prevented
which is due to light leakage from the increased transmis-of TN devices was proposed which used birefringence

® lms [6± 10]. At ® rst, optical compensation by birefrin- sion in the dark state. In addition, domain walls caused
drops in the brightness and contrast ratio.gence ® lms was based on a normally black display mode,

hence there were too many disadvantages, including low As another approach for solving the viewing angle
problems, an electro-optical e� ect was considered whichcontrast ratio and poor colour reproduction owing to

rotatory dispersion [6, 7]. The optical performance of inherently has better symmetry properties. A pi-cell
coupled with a negative birefringence ® lm was found tothe compensated, normally black, TN devices was still

inferior to that of normally white TN devices. provide a uniform grey scale performance as the viewing
angles were varied [20± 22]. Furthermore, an opticallySubsequently, combinations of compensation ® lms with

normally white TN devices were presented [8, 9]. As a compensated bend (OCB) mode was proposed which
was the combination of a bend structure of the liquidresult, the optical performance of the dark state was

signi® cantly improved. However, light leakage in the crystals with a birefringence ® lm [23, 24]. The funda-
mental idea of the OCB mode is to stack three plates ofdark state was not completely prevented because of the

twist orientation structure of the liquid crystals near uniaxial medium so that an e� ectively isotropic medium
can be obtained. The bend structure of the liquid crystalsthe alignment layer due to surface anchoring. To com-

pensate 38for twist retardation near the alignment layer, functions as symmetric compensation along the normal
direction to the liquid crystal layer. In addition to thean investigation of biaxial birefringence ® lms was made

and these new ® lms have proved to be more e� ective wide viewing angle characteristics, the OCB mode shows
better switching between grey scales in comparison tothan conventional birefringence ® lms [10].

Nematic liquid crystals are characterized as an optic- TN devices. Among optically compensated LCDs, the
above mentioned multi-domain and OCB modes areally uniaxial medium. So, in a nematic slab, the birefrin-

gence e� ect cannot be neglected when the light is candidates for wide viewing angle LCDs in the near
future. However, multi-domain mode devices provetransmitted along an oblique direction. For this reason,

ideas for gaining wide viewing angle characteristics must di� cult in the manufacturing stage, and it is di� cult to
maintain stable control of liquid crystals using a biasremove the birefringence e� ect by optical compensation.

Multi-domain devices in which the liquid crystal align- voltage in the OCB mode.
In this paper, the IPS mode using nematic liquidment is divided among individual pixels are also based

on optical compensation [11 ± 19]. With the help of a crystals is reported as a novel possiblity for greatly
improving the viewing angle characteristics. For thefunction to average the transmission of each domain,

the capability for wide viewing angle characteristics is purpose of understanding the IPS mode, we analyse the
switching principle and response mechanism of nematicpossible. Yang [11, 12] proved that dividing each TN

pixel into two domains improves the viewing angle liquid crystals governed by the in-plane electric ® eld.
The liquid crystals respond to an in-plane electric ® eldcharacteristic because of the average e� ect of the electro-

optical characteristics. With two domains, shifting the while retaining the plane of the substrates in the IPS
mode. To achieve this lateral switching of the liquidviewing location up or down yields the same reduction

in the ratio of intensity between adjacent grey scales. crystals, the electric ® eld is provided along a direction
parallel to the plane of the substrates with interdigitalThe two-domain technique is implemented by di� erent

fabrication processes for the two domains in each pixel, electrodes. From a historical viewpoint, interdigital elec-
trodes, parallel strips shaped like a comb, were used ini.e. by achieving a di� erent rubbing direction in each

pixel using a photoresist process [11± 13] or by combina- the early 1970s to apply an electric ® eld to liquid crystals
on both upper and lower substrates [25]. The dynamiction of high and low pretilt-angle alignment layers [14].

Tilted homeotropic devices have also been considered scattering e� ect using interdigital electrodes formed only
on lower substrates was reported [26] and the electro-[15].

As the next developmental stage, amorphous [16] optical e� ect of nematic liquid crystals with interdigital
con® guration was extended [27]. In the early 1990s aand four-domain [17] TN devices were proposed. In

addition to the two-domain techniques, there are other positive in¯ uence of the IPS mode on the viewing angle
dependence was predicted by computer calculationsfabrication routes to obtain four domains in each pixel.

One utilizes the polarization of the polymerization of [28 ± 31]. However, signi® cant physical phenomena con-
cerned with the physical switching behaviour and thepolyvinyl cinnamate ® lms and the fact that a pretilt
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381In-plane switching of liquid crystals

response mechanism of the liquid crystals in the IPS tric anisotropy, were used; ZLI-2806 (nematic± isotropic
temperature TNI , 100ß C; birefringence Dn, 0´0437 (20 ß C);mode have not been su� ciently clari® ed. We have

already reported our success in combining the IPS mode dielectric anisotropy De, Õ 4´8 (20 ß C, 1 kHz); viscosity g,

57 cp (20 ß C) and MLC-2011 (nematic± isotropic temper-and the actively addressed driving technique [32, 33],
but, for practical use, it is necessary to analyse the ature TNI , 100ß C; birefringence Dn, 0 0́742 (20 ß C); dielec-

tric anisotropy De, Õ 3´3 (20 ß C, 1 kHz); viscosity g, 18 cpphysical behaviour of the liquid crystals which responds
to the in-plane electric ® eld [34 ± 37]. The present paper (20 ß C)). For evaluating the viewing angle characteristics

of TN mode, ZLI-3788 (Merck KGaA) was used;also looks at the concept of the switching mechanism of
the liquid crystals by the in-plane electric ® eld. ZLI-3788 (nematic± isotropic temperature TNI , 90 ß C;

birefringence Dn, 0 1́019 (20 ß C); dielectric anisotropy De,We then report measurements of the electric-optical
characteristics and analyses of the switching principles +4 5́ (20 ß C, 1 kHz); viscosity g, 18 cp (20 ß C)).
of the IPS mode. The physical switching behaviour of
the liquid crystals governed by the in-plane electric ® eld 2.2. Measurements

The schematic diagram in ® gure 2 (a) shows the elec-is analysed by using the continuum elastic theory. We
experimentally con® rmed the improvement of the view- tro-optical measurement system used in our study. The

electro-optical characteristics were measured by using aing angle characteristics with the IPS mode. Finally,
we discuss the dynamical response mechanism of the polarized microscope (Olympus BH-3) with a ® lter for

brightness correction and a photomultiplier. Light trans-liquid crystals in the IPS mode from analytical and
experimental viewpoints. mitted through samples was detected with the photo-

multiplier as the desired voltage was applied to the
samples. The polarizer and analyser were always set at2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation right angles to the axes. The de® nition of the viewing
angle direction was as described in ® gure 2 (b) . GreySamples for experiments were prepared by sand-

wiching liquid crystals between two rubbed polyimide scales were determined as the voltages at which trans-
mittances were 100%, 85 5́%, 57 0́%, 35 1́%, 20 7́%,coated substrates. Figure 1 shows a schematic cell struc-

ture for investigating the IPS e� ect. In order to apply
the in-plane electric ® eld to the liquid crystals, inter-
digital electrodes made of chromium were formed on
one substrate and no electrodes were prepared on the
other. The two substrates were set in the same rubbing
direction to obtain homogeneously aligned liquid crys-
tals. In order to prepare a uniform cell gap, polymer
bead spacers were scattered over the lower substrate.
The liquid crystal materials, ZLI-2806 and MLC-2011
(Merck KGaA, Darmstadt), which both exhibit the
nematic phase at room temperature and negative dielec-

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) A schematic diagram of the measurement system
Figure 1. A schematic liquid crystal cell structure for an for electro-optical characteristics and (b) de® nition of the

viewing angle direction.in-plane switching mode.
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382 M. Oh-E and K. Kondo

11 2́%, 4 6́% and 1 0́% from the front view, assuming where d corresponds to the thickness of liquid crystal
layer and Dn( V, T , l) denotes the e� ective liquid crystalthe maximum transmittance was 100%.

The response time was measured from the signals birefringence which is dependent on applied voltage ( V ) ,

temperature (T ) and wavelength (l) of incident light.triggered by switching a wave generator (Hewlett±
Packard 8175A) on and o� . The signals were observed We use the theory of light transmission in a uniaxial

medium to describe the transmitted light [38]. Whenwith a digital oscilloscope (Hewlett± Packard 54110A).
The response time was de® ned as the sum of the times the polarizer and analyser are placed in the con® guration

where the polarization axes are at right angles, thefrom the moment of the switching on or o� of the ® eld
to that at which a 90 per cent optical change from normalized transmission through the liquid crystal layer

can be given bythe o� -state to the on-state or from the on-state to the
o� -state was achieved.

T / T0= sin2
( 2x) sin2 Ad

2B= sin2
( 2x) sin2 ApdDn(w, h )

l B3. Results and discussion

(2 )3.1. Threshold behaviour
First of all, we measured the voltage-dependent optical

where x symbolises the angle between the e� ectivetransmittance for a variety of electrode distances.
optical axis of the liquid crystals and the polarizationFigure 3 shows the electro-optical characteristics using
axis of incident light, and w and h are azimuthal andZLI-2806, a negative dielectro-anisotropic liquid crystal.
polar angles of the viewing direction. The birefringenceIn the IPS mode homogeneously aligned liquid crystals,
Dn is dependent on the viewing direction, w and h. Whenfor which the optical axis direction was in good agree-
the dark state is selected, the ® rst sine term is zero inment with the polarization axis of the analyser, formed
equation (2). When the bright state is selected as thea pure dark state in the absence of an electric ® eld. This
angle x equals 45 ß , equation (2) can be simpli® ed tomeant a pure modulation was achieved because the light

behaved as an extraordinary ray. However, an in-plane
T / T0= sin2 Ad

2B= sin2 ApdDn(w, h )

l B . (3 )electric ® eld parallel to the plane of the substrate caused
twist deformation of the liquid crystal layer. The liquid
crystal molecules began to rotate and the liquid crystal The experimentally obtained results of the voltage-
director deviated from the polarization axis, as the dependent transmittance pro® les (see ® gure 3) could be
electric ® eld was applied. From an optical viewpoint, explained with the above theoretical equation. In the
transmittance was gradually increased because phase initial state in which there was no electric ® eld, the
retardation occurred due to the di� erent propagating direction of the optical axis in the liquid crystal layer
speed of the extraordinary and ordinary rays in the was the same as that of the transmission axis of the
liquid crystal medium. Here the phase retardation was polarizer and/or the polarization axis of the analyser.
described as The con® guration of the homogeneously aligned liquid

crystals and the polarizer and analyser at right angles
to each other played an important role in blocking thed=

2pdDn( V, T , l)

l
(1 )

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Voltage and (b) electric ® eld-dependent transmittance characteristics as a function of electrode distance. LC,
ZLI-2806, interdigital electrode width, 10 mm, cell gap, 6 5́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C.
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383In-plane switching of liquid crystals

light. By contrast, when the electric ® eld was gradually the liquid crystals, de® ned as (1, 0, 0) in the state without
the electric ® eld, was expressed as (cos w (z), sin w(z), 0 ) .applied to the liquid crystals, rotation of the optical axis

in the plane of the substrates allowed the incident light Assuming no current and space charge exist, the free
energy F of twist deformation could be expressed asto be transmitted, because the phase retardation was

generated in the liquid crystal layer. The maximum
transmittance meant the e� ective liquid crystal director F =

1

2 P
d

0 GK2 Adw

dzB
2

Õ e0 |De |E2 sin2
wH dz (5 )

twisted and was 45 ß from the transmission axis of the
polarizer. where K2 is the elastic constant of twist deformation,

The brightness in the state at which the transmission w symbolises the twist angle, e0 is the vacuum dielectric
was the maximum was then governed by the retardation constant, De denotes dielectric anisotropy and E corre-
in the liquid crystal layer. In order to get a brighter sponds to the electric ® eld strength. The deformation
outgoing beam and higher contrast ratio, the following involves only the twist modulus K2 .
condition must be satis® ed: By applying the Euler± Lagrange equation, the follow-

ing equation was then obtained:dDn

l
= Am +

1

2B , m =0, 1, 2, . . . (4 )
K2

d2
w

dz
2 +e0 |De |E2 sin w cos w=0. (6 )

For an assumed incident light wavelength of 550 nm, it
is appropriate to set the retardation dDn =275 nm, With the assumption that the twist angle w was small
825 nm, 1375 nm, . . . , corresponding to the zero, ® rst, and the boundary condition was w( 0 ) =w(d ) =0, the
second, . . . birefringence modes, respectively. Here we solution of equation (6) could be reduced to
chose the zero order birefringence mode, which corre-
sponds to m =0 in equation (4). The advantage of this Ae0 |De |

K2 B
1 /2

Ed =m p. (7 )
choice is to be able to obtain the smallest possible
optical transmittance dependence on the wavelength In equation (7), m =0 corresponds to the case with no
through the liquid crystals. electric ® eld, and m =1 means the critical ® eld Ec at

In order to understand how the switching mechanism which the twist angle w just begins to change.
of the liquid crystals is governed by the in-plane electric
® eld, the continuum elastic theory [39] was used. We

E
IPS
c =

p

d A K2

e0 |De |B
1 /2

. (8 )
use it to suppose that the homogeneously aligned liquid
crystals following the in-plane electric ® eld are perpen-

Deformation of the homogeneously aligned liquiddicular to the liquid crystal director and, at the same
crystals only occurs just above the critical ® eld Ec . Thistime, parallel to the substrates. We then analyse the
equation is referred to as the Freedericksz e� ect. Thus,Freedericksz transition. Figure 4 illustratess the geo-
the threshold voltage Vc in the IPS mode can bemetry of the twist deformation in the plane of the
expressed assubstrates by the in-plane electric ® eld. Here we assumed

the in-plane electric ® eld was uniform throughout the
V

IPS
c =E

IPS
c Ö l=

pl

d

K2

e0 |De |
(9 )nematic slab and the liquid crystals on the surface of

the alignment layer were strongly anchored, i.e. w( 0 ) =
where l is the electrode distance.w(d ) =0. The electric ® eld was applied along the y direc-

This equation predicts that the electrode distancetion, which is parallel to the substrates and perpendicular
determines the threshold voltage. However, at the sameto the director. For this geometry, the director vector of
time the cell gap also in¯ uences the threshold behaviour.
An anomalous relation V

TN
c is obtained in the case of

the TN mode except for the elastic constant K2 is
replaced with K1 . By applying the electric ® eld perpen-
dicular to the plane of the substrates such as in the TN
mode, the dependence of the electric ® eld in a direction
normal to the liquid crystal layer produces the threshold
voltge, V

TN
c =E

TN
c d in this case, because the electrode

distance corresponds to the cell gap. Consequently,
liquid crystals in the TN mode, for example, are driven
by the voltage. By contrast, if the in-plane electric ® eld
parallel to the plane of the substrates for the IPS modeFigure 4. Geometry of twist deformation by an in-plane

electric ® eld. is considered ideally, then the electric ® eld is independent
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384 M. Oh-E and K. Kondo

of the liquid crystal layer normal direction. Therefore, reversal from all directions. The circular axis corresponds
to the azimuthal direction w and the crossed axes plotliquid crystals are not governed by the voltage, but by

the electric ® eld itself in the IPS mode. Furthermore, polar angle h. The non-reversal region of grey scales
when using the IPS mode is shown in ® gure 6 (a) , andthe threshold voltage in the IPS mode seems changeable

with variation of the cell gap. This was con® rmed when using the TN mode is depicted in ® gure 6 (b) .

Comparing these plots, we felt better viewing angleexperimentally (see ® gure 5 (a)) that variation of the cell
gap a� ects the threshold voltage. Then, as expected from characteristics could be expected with the IPS mode.

No grey scale reversal was recognized even along quiteequation (9), the reciprocal of the cell gap was shown
to be proportional to the threshold voltage (see an oblique direction in the IPS mode. The non-reversal

region of grey scales was extremely wide, although small® gure 5 (b)) .

In our experiment, the interdigital electrodes were parts were left as grey scale reversal regions. By contrast,
the TN mode was marked by a prominent turningmuch thinner than the nematic slab, which meant the

horizontal electric ® eld to the substrates was not com- around of grey scales in the oblique direction. The
reason for the grey scale reversal in the TN mode wasplete. Figure 3 (b) shows the electric ® eld-dependent

optical transmittance measured with a variety of elec- a rising up movement of the liquid crystal molecules
due to the electric ® eld applied perpendicular to thetrode distances. In ® gure 3 (b) , the horizontal axis of the

applied voltage in ® gure 3 (a) is replaced by the electric plane of the substrates. This behaviour of the liquid
crystal molecules could bring about a strong birefrin-® eld strength. With a longer distance between the elec-

trodes, the horizontal ® eld component seems to be more gence dependence on the viewing angle direction.
Meanwhile, the twisting movement of the liquid crystals,e� ective. If it is not correct, the pro® les in ® gure 3 (b)

which show the electric ® eld dependence of transmittance keeping them in the plane of the substrates, helped to
maintain almost the same electro-optical behaviourmust be in good agreement with each other in spite of

the di� erent electrode distances. The ® ndings show the along the oblique direction as in front of the cells. The
small parts in which grey scale reversal was observed inexperimental results can be analysed using the fact that

the electro-optical characteristics change with variation the IPS mode, however, were in the same direction as
longitudinal molecular axis driven by the in-plane elec-of the cell gap, and the threshold voltage is proportional

to the reciprocal of the cell gap. So the derived equation tric ® eld in a bright state.
It is possible to obtain no grey scale reversals in quiteof the threshold voltage correctly expresses the switching

behaviours of liquid crystals in the IPS mode. an oblique direction even by using methods other than
the IPS mode, for example, the multi-domain mode.
Retaining the higher contrast ratio along an oblique3.2. Viewing angle characteristics

We evaluated viewing angle characteristics from the direction, however, has not been achieved with no grey
scale reversal. The outstanding feature of the IPS modeviewpoints of both grey scale reversal and contrast ratio.

Figure 6 compares the viewing angle characteristics of is the capability of holding the high contrast ratio with
no grey scale reversal at the same time. Figure 7 showsthe IPS mode and the TN mode in terms of grey scale

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) Cell gap e� ects on voltage-dependent transmittance characteristics. (b) Relationship of the threshold voltage with
the reciprocal of the cell gap. LC, ZLI-2806; interdigital electrode width, 10 mm, electrode distance, 15 mm, temperature, 20 ß C.
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385In-plane switching of liquid crystals

(a) (b)

Figure 6. The non-reversal region of grey scales. (a) In the IPS mode. LC, ZLI-2806, interdigital electrode width, 10 mm, electrode
distance, 15 mm, cell gap, 6 5́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C. (b) In the TN mode. LC, ZLI-3788, cell gap, 5 3́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C.
Hatched regions correspond to the non-reversal region of grey scales.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Contrast ratio dependence on viewing angle direction. (a) In the IPS mode. LC, ZLI-2806, interdigital electrode width,
10 mm, electrode distance, 15 mm, cell gap, 6 5́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C. (b) In the TN mode. LC, ZLI-3788, cell gap, 5 3́ mm,
temperature, 20 ß C.

the contrast ratio dependence on the viewing angles for the viewing angle direction is perpendicular to the
substrates. In general, since the angle x in equation (2)the IPS and TN modes. A higher contrast ratio was

maintained, even along quite an oblique direction, with is non-zero, the inclined incident light passes through
due to the non-zero retardation term. This problem maythe IPS mode, whereas in the TN mode an abrupt

decrease of the contrast ratio was recognizable. These be observed even when each pixel is divided into sub-
pixels. On the other hand, in the IPS mode, the ® rstfeatures of the viewing angle characteristics could be

caused by the way the modes generate the dark state. sine term of equation (2) is zero in the dark state, that
is to say, the optical axis direction of the liquid crystalsThe combination of the TN con® guration and the

electric ® eld perpendicular to the substrates causes a is in good agreement with the polarization axis of the
polarizer. Therefore a pure dark state is generated byswitching of the optical function between the rotatory

power e� ect at a lower voltage and the birefringence two crossed polarizers, which is not a� ected by the
birefringence of the liquid crystal layer. In the TN mode,e� ect due to the uniaxial media at a higher voltage.

With a higher voltage, the orientation of the longitudinal however, the optical path di� erence along the direction
perpendicular to the plane of the substrate is stronglyaxis becomes nearly perpendicular to the substrates.

This behaviour corresponds to the fact that there is only related to generation of the dark state, which is strongly
dependent on the viewing angle direction, because theone direction, which is nearly in front of the substrates,

where the retardation is equal to zero. This means that birefringence Dn is dependent on the viewing direction,
w and h. In the IPS mode, the excellent viewing anglethe completely dark state can be obtained only when
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386 M. Oh-E and K. Kondo

characteristics lie in the fact that the switching from the
dark state to the bright state is achieved by the switching
of the ® rst sine term in equation (2). The well-functioned
light blocking, which is insensitive to the viewing angle
direction, generates extremely wide viewing angle
characteristics.

3.3. Dynamical response mechanism
In static deformation of liquid crystal directors, a

balance equation is described by elastic torque and
electric torque exerted by the applied electric ® eld. By
contrast, for dynamical responses, the viscous torque,
which opposes the director rotation, should be included

Figure 8. Relationship between the relaxation time of the[39, 40]. It is well known that the Erickson± Leslie liquid crystals when removing an in-plane electric ® eld
expression [41, 42] can be used for describing the and the cell gap. LC, ZLI-2806, interdigital electrode
dynamics of the liquid crystal director rotation. width, 10 mm, electrode distance, 15 mm, temperature, 20 ß C.
Moreover, under the condition of neglecting back¯ ow
and inertial e� ects, this equation can be simpli® ed to a

process. The liquid crystal material used in this experi-torque balance equation. Switching on and o� times of
ment was ZLI-2806 which has a negative dielectricthe liquid crystals in the IPS mode are also derived with
anisotropy. As expected from the theoretical considera-an equilibrium equation in which the elastic, electric and
tion, we con® rmed that the relaxation time of theviscous torques are expressed as:
switching o� process is proportional to the square of
the cell gap. A thinner cell gap between substrates has

c 1
qw

qt
=K2

q2
w

qz
2 +e0 |De |E2 sin w cos w (10) the advantage of faster switching o� times of the liquid

crystals in the IPS mode.
where c 1 is the twist-viscous coe� cient. To simplify the Next we analysed the switching on process. Under
analysis, we assumed the anchoring strength of the the assumption that the deformation of the twist angle w
surface of the polymer which aligns the liquid crystal was small, the torque balance equation (10) could be
molecules is strong, i.e. w( 0 ) =w(d ) =0, and the degree simpli® ed to
of the twist deformation at the centre of the liquid crystal
layer is the largest, i.e. w(d/2 )=wm . So using the condi-

c 1
qw

qt
=K2

q2
w

qz
2 +e0 |De |E2

w. (13)
tion, w( 0 ) =w(d ) =0 and w(d/2 ) =wm , the description of
twist angle w along z direction could be expressed as:

Then solving this equation for the response time for the
switching on process as follows:

w0(z)=wm sin Apz

d B . (11)

ton=
c 1

e0 |De |E2 Õ
p

2

d
2 K2

=
c 1

e0 |De | (E2 Õ E
2
c )

, (14)
First we considered the case in which the electric ® eld

is removed at time t =0. The relaxation time t for
returning from the state at which the electric ® eld is
applied to the initial state of the liquid crystals can be 1

ton
=

e0 |De | (E2 Õ E
2
c )

c 1
. (15)

expressed by using the function w(z, t) =w0(z) exp (Õ t/t):

As explained by equation (14), the switching on time is
toff=

c 1 d
2

p
2
K2

=
c 1

e0 |De |E2
c

. (12) expressed by the twist-viscous coe� cient divided by the
term consisting of the electric ® eld term and the elastic
constant. However, the denominator can be transformedThis derived equation indicates that the switching o�

time is governed by the twist-viscous term divided by into the subtraction of the square of the critical ® eld
from the square of the ® eld strength. The switching onthe elastic property which is related to a restoring force.

Furthermore, the cell gap is one of the factors that time seems to be strongly dependent on the electric ® eld
strength in addition to the twist viscous coe� cient. Indetermine the switching o� time. A thinner cell gap is

expected to make a large elastic energy behave as the order to understand the e� ect of the ® eld strength on
the switching on time, the relationship of 1/ton withrestoring force and contribute to a fast response time as

well as provide low viscous and large elastic properties. (E
2 Õ E

2
c ) was analysed. These experimental results are

shown in ® gure 9, which indicates there is a proportionalFigure 8 displays the cell gap e� ect on the switching o�
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387In-plane switching of liquid crystals

Figure 9. Relationship between the relaxation time of the
liquid crystals when applying an in-plane electric ® eld and
the electric ® eld strength. LC, ZLI-2806, interdigital elec-
trode width, 10 mm, electrode distance, 15 mm, cell gap,
6 5́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C.

relationship of the reciprocal of relaxation time ton in
the switching on process with the di� erence between the
square of the electric ® eld strength and the square of the
critical ® eld (E

2 Õ E
2
c ) . Thus, the response time for the

switching on process is strongly dependent on the electric
® eld strength.

The expressions that explain the switching on and o�
times in the IPS mode as in the TN mode suggest that
the elastic energy is signi® cant for determining response
time. This elastic energy is in the layer thickness of the
liquid crystals. It it is assumed that the same degree of

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Voltage-dependent transmittance using thetwist deformation occurs in the layer, a larger elastic
liquid crystal, ZLI-2806. (b) Corresponding voltage-energy should exist in a thinner liquid crystal layer than
dependent response time in the switching on and o�in a thicker layer. However, the fact that the response processes. Interdigital electrode width, 10 mm, electrode

time is not actually dependent on the electrode distance distance, 15 mm, cell gap, 6 5́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C.
in the IPS mode may cause some confusion. Even if the
electrode distance is reduced, a faster response time
cannot be expected because it is the electric ® eld and
not the voltage that the liquid crystals respond to. If the response time and optimizing the cell gap. In order to

set a thinner cell group which is favourable to the fasterelectrode distance is reduced, the critical voltage will be
decreased but the critical electric ® eld cannot be changed. response time, a relatively large birefringence liquid

crystal material was selected. Figure 11 (a) shows theIt is the reduced cell gap and not the electrode distance
which shortens the response time in the IPS mode. voltage-dependent transmittance using MLC-2011.

Figure 11 (b) displays the corresponding voltage-depend-Therefore, both the switching on time and switching o�
time are independent of the electrode distance. ent response time. The cell gap was set to 4 0́ mm in

order to optimize the optical di� erence of the liquidThe response time in the IPS mode seems to be
potentially slower than in the TN mode. In fact, we crystal layer. As expected, the response time between the

o� and on states was signi® cantly improved by usingcould not obtain an IPS mode response time equivalent
to a TN mode response time. Figure 10 (a) shows this material. Although it was certain that the lower

viscosity of the liquid crystal contributed to the fasterthe voltage-dependent transmittance using ZLI-2806.
Figure 10 (b) displays the corresponding voltage-depend- response time, the substantial improvement could not

be explained without the thinner cell gap. In the case ofent response time. The response time for the sum of the
switching on and o� times at the maximum trans- ZLI-2086, the relaxation time of the switching o� process

was 128 0́ ms (cell gap: 6 5́ mm). The relaxation time ofmittance was over 300 ms. However, an IPS mode
response time equivalent to a TN mode could be the switching o� process for MLC-2011 was 13 2́ ms (cell

gap: 4 0́ mm), about 10 per cent of that of ZLI-2806. Soachieved by using the above-mentioned analysis of the
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388 M. Oh-E and K. Kondo

to provide extremely wide viewing angle characteristics.
Experimentally the non-reversal region of grey scales
was found to be very wide and no abrupt decrease of
the contrast ratio occurred even along quite an oblique
direction.

For the switching principle in the IPS mode, simpli® ed
theoretical expressions, which were derived with an
assumption that an in-plane electric ® eld was applied to
the liquid crystals, were used to explain the threshold
behaviour and the dynamical switching process. In this
mode, the liquid crystals were driven not by the voltage
but by the electric ® eld. This distinctive behaviour was
found to be due to the independence of the direction of
the liquid crystal layer normal on the electric ® eld
direction. In addition, the critical ® eld of the liquid
crystals was shown to be inversely proportional to the
cell gap between the substrates.

As for the response mechanism of the liquid crystals
in the IPS mode, the relaxation time of the liquid crystals
when removing the electric ® eld was described as propor-
tional to the square of the cell gap. A thinner cell gap
also proved to be e� ective in obtaining a faster response
time in the IPS mode. In contrast, the switching on time
when applying the in-plane electric ® eld was inversely
proportional to the di� erence between the square of the
electric ® eld strength and the square of the critical
electric ® eld strength at which the liquid crystals begin
to deform.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. (a) Voltage-dependent transmittance using the
liquid crystal, MLC-2011. (b) Corresponding voltage- We wish to thank Mr M. Ohta for research into
dependent response time in the switching on and o� driving methods of the IPS mode. We are especially
processes. Interdigital electrode width, 10 mm, electrode grateful to Dr S. Oh-hara of the Hitachi Researchdistance, 15 mm, cell gap, 4 0́ mm, temperature, 20 ß C.

Laboratory for his encouragement. Gratitude is also
extended to Mr H. Kawakami, Mr K. Kinugawa and
Mr N. Konishi of the Electron Tube & Devices Division
of Hitachi, Ltd for their support of this research.by lowering the viscosity by about 32 per cent, the

relaxation time of the switching o� process decreased.
Thus we concluded that the remaining improvement
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